
W elcome to The Times and The Sunday Times’s list of the

best books of the year so far. Our expert critics comb

through hundreds of books to recommend the ones

that are really worth your time. We’ll be updating this list throughout

the year so make sure you save the page and check back regularly. Let

us know what you’ve enjoyed reading in the comments below.

If you need more recommendations, you can read our latest round-

ups of the best historical fiction, crime novels, thrillers and science

fiction. We have a list of the best paperbacks of the year so far, which

you can read here. You might also like to sign up for our weekly books

newsletter, which is packed with recommendations, jokes and literary

gossip. Happy reading!
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Cult ClassicCult Classic by Sloane Crosley by Sloane Crosley

Warning — this twisted and fresh take on the rom-com may turn you

into a cynic about all things romantic. A hard-nosed New Yorker finds

she’s become a guinea pig for a startup experiment that means all her

exes keep reappearing in her life. It’s dryly witty and very funny.

Bloomsbury, £16.99

After DarkeAfter Darke by Rick Gekoski  by Rick Gekoski 

What a shame that this is the final book in Rick Gekoski’s glistening

and gloomy series about the erudite retired English teacher James

Darke. His tongue is as sharp as ever and he’s ready to take down the

folly of the modern world, or die trying. Constable, £18.99

Fight NightFight Night by Miriam Toews by Miriam Toews

A boozy, free-living grandma takes her teenage granddaughter on an

uproarious Californian road trip. Faber, £14.99

ADVERTISEMENT

We Had to Remove This PostWe Had to Remove This Post by Hanna Bervoets, translated by by Hanna Bervoets, translated by

Emma RaultEmma Rault

Who deals with the dark side of the internet we don’t see? This

haunting novel is told from the perspective of a former social media

censor, and it’s richly suspenseful. Picador, £12.99

The Whalebone TheatreThe Whalebone Theatre by Joanna Quinn by Joanna Quinn

“I want to sound a trumpet and put out some flags,” said India Knight,

who compared this period drama to The Cazalet Chronicles. Fig Tree

£14.99

The Perfect Golden CircleThe Perfect Golden Circle by Benjamin Myers by Benjamin Myers

Two weirdos make crop circles in the dead of night to escape a

painful past. This Eighties-set earthy tales deserves top ranking in

any list of the best books about rural England. Bloomsbury, £16.99

Young MungoYoung Mungo by Douglas Stuart by Douglas Stuart

The Shuggie Bain author’s second novel is even more accomplished: a

touching story of forbidden love pursued in the face of sectarian

violence with a plot that unfolds with all the urgency and dread of

teenage yearning. Pan Macmillan, £16.99
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French BraidFrench Braid by Anne Tyler by Anne Tyler

This is Anne Tyler’s 24th novel, but it’s still got her stroke of genius —

accessible, comforting and driven by humanity. Chatto & Windus,

£16.99

At the TableAt the Table by Claire Powell by Claire Powell

This is a smart, readable and sharply contemporary debut, full of

awkward family lunches and drunken weddings, darting between

Camberwell flats, Soho bars and late-night Ubers. Fleet, £14.99

Our Wives Under the SeaOur Wives Under the Sea by Julia Armfield by Julia Armfield

Part bruisingly tender love story, part nerve-clanging submarine

thriller, this innovative debut is the story of a marine biologist, Leah,

her wife, Miri, and what happens when the research submarine that

Leah is working on drops to the ocean floor. Picador, £16.99

The ExhibitionistThe Exhibitionist by Charlotte Mendelson  by Charlotte Mendelson 

Two artists, two egos, one marriage: Charlotte Mendelson’s fifth novel

is an elegant domestic drama about a creatively thwarted sculptor

and her less talented artist husband. Family tensions simmer, then

boil. Mantle, £16.99

ADVERTISEMENT

The School for Good MothersThe School for Good Mothers by Jessamine Chan by Jessamine Chan

India Knight loved this debut about a mother who is sent to prison for

neglecting her child — it’s “a Handmaid’s Tale for the 21st century”,

she said. Hutchinson Heinemann, £12.99

Love MarriageLove Marriage by Monica Ali by Monica Ali

She hasn’t published a novel in 11 years, but Love Marriage is a return

to the brilliance of Brick Lane, as it follows two junior doctors from

very digerent backgrounds. Virago, £18.99

The ColonyThe Colony by Audrey Magee by Audrey Magee

A remote Irish island is shaken up in 1979 by the arrival of two

foreign visitors: an English artist and a French linguist. Meanwhile,

the mainland is plagued by murders in the midst of the Troubles.

Faber, £14.99

Our Country FriendsOur Country Friends by Gary Shteyngart by Gary Shteyngart

A group of friends sit out the first wave of Covid-19 together, and

chaos ensues. “I will eat my facemask if anyone comes up with

something quite as fun as this,” Claire Lowdon said. Allen & Unwin,

£14.99
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The RecruitThe Recruit by Alan Drew by Alan Drew

In the late 1980s Detective Ben Wade moves his family to a seemingly

peaceful small town in southern California. But behind the picket

fences seethe angry young men under the influence of white

supremacists. Few thrillers display such genuine literary skill. Corvus,

£14.99

The PartisanThe Partisan by Patrick Worrall by Patrick Worrall

This is a dazzlingly confident debut, following the lives of four

characters at the height of the Cold War, brought together by a

Russian plot to advance on the West. Bantam, £16.99

The IslandThe Island by Adrian McKinty by Adrian McKinty

An American doctor and his second, rather younger wife are on

holiday on a private Australian island when their rented Porsche hits

a member of the decidedly feral family who live there. Before you can

say lynch mob, they are being hunted across a parched landscape by

crazies high on blood sport and bent on vengeance. Orion, £12.99

ADVERTISEMENT

Dear Little CorpsesDear Little Corpses by Nicola Upson by Nicola Upson

On the eve of the Second World War, the crime novelist Josephine

Tey’s idyllic Sugolk holiday is interrupted by the arrival of evacuees

from the East End of London. Then local girl Annie disappears. Faber,

£14.99

The Foot SoldiersThe Foot Soldiers by Gerald Seymour by Gerald Seymour

This is Seymour’s answer to Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy, our critic John

Dugdale says — but it packs in far more frontline action. Hodder &

Stoughton, £18.99

City on FireCity on Fire by Don Winslow by Don Winslow

The first part of a trilogy that recasts the events of Homer’s The Iliad

and Virgil’s The Aeneid as a Mob epic about a Rhode Island crime

family. No one fuses action with emotion like Winslow.

HarperCollins, £20

The Paris ApartmentThe Paris Apartment by Lucy Foleyby Lucy Foley

Jess heads to Paris to stay with her brother Ben, but he isn’t to be

found in his apartment block — and no one else wants to talk about

him . . . HarperCollins £14.99

ReputationReputation by Sarah Vaughan by Sarah Vaughan

A body is found in a MP’s house — no, this is not the next revelation

in the Partygate scandal. Sarah Vaughan’s novel expertly straddles the

worlds of Westminster and the Old Bailey, with a female MP in the

dock. Simon & Schuster, £14.99

Give Unto OthersGive Unto Others by Donna Leon  by Donna Leon 

In the 31st novel in the witty Brunetti series, the comissario

investigates an accountant in fear of his life. It’s about human

weaknesses of all kinds: drugs, dementia and dietrologia (“the study

of what really lay behind any event”) or, to put it another way, the

need to know. Isn’t that why we read mystery novels? Hutchinson

Heinemann, £20

The Berlin ExchangeThe Berlin Exchange by Joseph Kanonby Joseph Kanon

After ten years in a British prison cell, an American scientist who

passed nuclear secrets to the Russians finds himself on the east side

of the Berlin Wall, as part of prisoner exchange. But what do his old

handlers still want with him? The taut plot skitters with le Carré-like

paranoia. Simon & Schuster, £16.99

ADVERTISEMENT

The Second CutThe Second Cut by Louise Welsh  by Louise Welsh 

It has taken Louise Welsh 20 years to write a sequel to her remarkable

debut, The Cutting Room. This time Rilke, our gay auctioneer, is

investigating the death of an antiques dealer, and spending his nights

on Grindr adventures. Canongate, £14.99

A Killing in NovemberA Killing in November by Simon Mason by Simon Mason

An unlikely detective duo make this novel sing — one from an Oxford

college, another from an Oxford caravan park. There are subplots

about sexual harassment and the Syrian civil war too. riverrun, £14.99

The Twyford CodeThe Twyford Code by Janice Hallett by Janice Hallett

Janice Hallet’s second novel is just as good as The Appeal, Joan Smith

says, and crowns her the queen of tricksy crime. Viper, £14.99
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Act of OblivionAct of Oblivion by Robert Harris by Robert Harris

Two regicides — killers of Charles I — are pursued across America by a

man obsessed with bringing them to very rough justice. Impeccably

researched, full of jeopardy. Robert Harris at his best. Hutchinson

Heinemann, £22

The Disappearance of Josef MengeleThe Disappearance of Josef Mengele by Olivier Guez, by Olivier Guez,

translated by Georgia de Chamberettranslated by Georgia de Chamberet

This prizewinning “factual novel” draws from the historical record to

create a chilling account of the Nazi Angel of Death’s fugitive years in

South America. Verso, £11.99

PandoraPandora by Susan Stokes-Chapman by Susan Stokes-Chapman

An old curiosity shop in 1970s London is the setting for this gripping

debut, in which a search for the provenance of an antique vase

reveals secrets from the past. Harvill Secker, £14.99

The God of That SummerThe God of That Summer by Ralf Rothmann by Ralf Rothmann

The Second World War is almost over, and 12-year-old Luisa is living

on a German farm with her mother and sister, in fear of invasion and

rape. This is a disturbing novel, but also a very tender one. Picador,

£14.99

Sell Us the RopeSell Us the Rope by Stephen May by Stephen May

A tight, light tale of intrigue set at the real-life Congress of the

Russian Social Democratic Labour Party in London in 1907. Rose

Luxembourg, Lenin and a lovestruck Georgian called Koba — better

known as Joseph Stalin — make up the colourful cast. Sandstone,

£8.99
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The ThisThe This by Adam Roberts by Adam Roberts 

The mass adoption of an injectable social media app morphs

humanity into a hive mind-like collective. The story of the

consequences of its spread will bring modern readers to their knees

in terror. Gollancz, £16.99
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Magnificent Rebels: The First Romantics and the Invention ofMagnificent Rebels: The First Romantics and the Invention of

the Selfthe Self by Andrea Wulf by Andrea Wulf

This witty, gossipy, sparkling history shows how the German city of

Jena in the 1790s fizzed with creative energy. It was there that the

first Romantics, led by the mighty Goethe, rebelled against the dreary

rationalism of the Enlightenment. John Murray, £25

Convoys: The British Struggle Against Napoleonic Europe andConvoys: The British Struggle Against Napoleonic Europe and

AmericaAmerica by Roger Knight by Roger Knight

The leading naval historian Roger Knight provides a vivid, sea-

sprayed account of how the convoy system ensured British victory

during the Napoleonic wars. Yale, £25

Revenge: Meghan, Harry and the War Between the WindsorsRevenge: Meghan, Harry and the War Between the Windsors

by Tom Bowerby Tom Bower

Tom Bower’s demolition job paints an extraordinary picture of

Meghan as a merciless opportunist whose pushiness has damaged the

British monarchy. It’s so relentless in its accusations, it almost makes

you feel sorry the Sussexes. Blink, £22

Henrietta Maria: Conspirator, Warrior, Phoenix QueenHenrietta Maria: Conspirator, Warrior, Phoenix Queen by by

Leanda de LisleLeanda de Lisle

This sensitive and provocative history blasts away the dusty old

historical consensus that blames Charles I’s wife for his downfall and

reveals what an astute politician she was. Chatto & Windus, £25

The Lighthouse of Stalingrad: The Hidden Truth at the CentreThe Lighthouse of Stalingrad: The Hidden Truth at the Centre

of WWII’s Greatest Battleof WWII’s Greatest Battle by Iain MacGregor by Iain MacGregor

This engaging history picks apart the heroic myth of Stalingrad’s

defence — which Putin still obsessively cultivates today. Constable,

£25

Blood, Fire and Gold: The Story of Elizabeth I and CatherineBlood, Fire and Gold: The Story of Elizabeth I and Catherine

de Medicide Medici by Estelle Paranque by Estelle Paranque

Forget Mary, Queen of Scots: Catherine de’ Medici, the portly and

pudgy-faced Queen Mother of France, was the other woman in

Elizabeth’s life. This a marvellous story about a relationship between

two powerful women in an age when women were believed to be

unsuited to the exercise of government. Ebury, £20

The Rise and Reign of the MammalsThe Rise and Reign of the Mammals by Steve Brusatte by Steve Brusatte

An entertaining and totally compelling case for why our prehistoric

ancestors were just as impressive as the dinosaurs. Had you heard of

chalicotheres, herbivores that looked like humongous horse-gorilla

hybrids? Us neither. Picador, £20

The Escape Artist: The Man Who Broke Out of Auschwitz toThe Escape Artist: The Man Who Broke Out of Auschwitz to

Warn the WorldWarn the World by Jonathan Freedland by Jonathan Freedland

Walter Rosenberg spent his time in the death camp building a

“mountain of facts”. Then he escaped to tell the world — and his

report saved 200,000 lives. Why haven’t we heard of him? This book

is the biography he deserves. John Murray, £20

The Facemaker: One Surgeon’s Battle to Mend the DisfiguredThe Facemaker: One Surgeon’s Battle to Mend the Disfigured

Soldiers of World War ISoldiers of World War I by Lindsey Fitzharris by Lindsey Fitzharris

Harold Gillies was the First World War hero you probably haven’t

heard of — a pioneering plastic surgeon who brought hope to

wounded soldiers. He’s remembered warmly in this biography. Allen

Lane, £20

Berlin: Life and Loss in the City that Shaped the CenturyBerlin: Life and Loss in the City that Shaped the Century by by

Sinclair McKay Sinclair McKay 

A vivid 20th-century portrait of Europe’s most bloody-minded city

and how it survived, from the Great War to the Great Wall. Viking, £20

Jellyfish Age BackwardsJellyfish Age Backwards by Nicklas Brendborg by Nicklas Brendborg

Forget about red wine, antioxidants and superfoods — the secret to a

long life is much simpler, says this young biologist. Hodder Studio,

£16.99

Russia: Revolution and Civil War 1917-1921Russia: Revolution and Civil War 1917-1921 by Antony Beevor by Antony Beevor

“This is easily the most horrifying war story I’ve ever read,” says

Gerard DeGroot of Antony Beevor’s bloodsoaked portrait of Russia’s

revolution and civil war. Weidenfeld & Nicolson, £30

Good Pop, Bad Pop: An InventoryGood Pop, Bad Pop: An Inventory by Jarvis Cocker by Jarvis Cocker

The Pulp frontman rummages in his loft for objects that chart his rise

to stardom: it’s Marcel Proust’s In Search of Lost Time for the age of

the Ford Cortina. Jonathan Cape, £20

Tutankhamun’s Trumpet: the Story of Ancient Egypt in 100Tutankhamun’s Trumpet: the Story of Ancient Egypt in 100

ObjectsObjects by Toby Wilkinson by Toby Wilkinson

A beautifully written, sumptuously illustrated and constantly

fascinating delve inside the tomb that transformed our

understanding of ancient Egypt. Picador, £25

Finding MeFinding Me by Viola Davis by Viola Davis

The Hollywood star reveals an unbelievably traumatic childhood of

poverty in her memoir — but it’s not all downcast. We also hear about

staying in George Clooney’s mansion, and her bunions, of course.

Coronet, £20

I Used to Live Here Once: The Haunted Life of Jean RhysI Used to Live Here Once: The Haunted Life of Jean Rhys by by

Miranda SeymourMiranda Seymour

This biography of the Wide Sargasso Sea author is “close to a

masterpiece”, John Walsh said. William Collins, £25

Chums: How a Tiny Caste of Oxford Tories Took Over the UKChums: How a Tiny Caste of Oxford Tories Took Over the UK

by Simon Kuperby Simon Kuper

Most senior people in public life are Oxford graduates who have

known each other for years and that led directly to Brexit – this is the

argument of this fascinating polemic. Profile, £16.99

Super-Infinite: The Transformations of John DonneSuper-Infinite: The Transformations of John Donne by by

Katherine RundellKatherine Rundell

How did John Donne go from court party boy to dean of St Paul’s?

This biography takes in the paradoxes of the man — and it’s

“something of a wonder”, Kathryn Hughes says. Faber, £16.99

Desperate Remedies: Psychiatry and the Mysteries of MentalDesperate Remedies: Psychiatry and the Mysteries of Mental

IllnessIllness by Andrew Scull by Andrew Scull

We have been trying to cure mental illness for 200 years. This

harrowing history shows that we have rarely succeeded. Allen Lane,

£25

Who Are We Now? Stories of Modern EnglandWho Are We Now? Stories of Modern England by Jason Cowley by Jason Cowley

Finally, raved Matthew Syed — a book about politics that doesn’t have

an axe to grind. The New Statesman editor takes us from Blair to

Covid in this magisterial dive into English politics. Picador, £20

A Life of Picasso Volume IV: The Minotaur Years: 1933-1943A Life of Picasso Volume IV: The Minotaur Years: 1933-1943 by by

John RichardsonJohn Richardson

Richardson will never finish this biography of the artist, but that

doesn’t mean it’s not a masterpiece, Waldemar Januszczak says.

Jonathan Cape, £35

The House of Dudley: A New History of Tudor EnglandThe House of Dudley: A New History of Tudor England by by

Joanne PaulJoanne Paul

This colourful history of Robert Dudley and the whole dastardly

Dudley clan brings cut-throat Tudor politics to life. Michael Joseph,

£25

My Own Worst EnemyMy Own Worst Enemy by Robert Edricby Robert Edric

No phones, no bank accounts, no indoor loos — Robert Edric’s 1960s

Sheqeld childhood feels like another world. Swift, £14.99

The Lion House: The Coming of a KingThe Lion House: The Coming of a King by Christopher de by Christopher de

BellaigeBellaige

Did you ever wonder, as you gave yourself over to Hilary Mantel’s

narcotic Thomas Cromwell trilogy, what was happening elsewhere

during the early 16th century? Now, you can discover, with the help of

this sweeping history of Suleyman the Magnificent and his Ottoman

court, a locus of violence, intrigue and splendour. Bodley Head, £20

The Restless Republic: Britain Without a CrownThe Restless Republic: Britain Without a Crown by Anna Keay by Anna Keay

Britain under Cromwell wasn’t as drab as you might think — the

decade was surprisingly merry, and former enemies buried the

hatchet, this new history reveals. “I loved every page,” Dominic

Sandbrook raved. William Collins, £25

Resistance: The Underground War in Europe, 1939-45Resistance: The Underground War in Europe, 1939-45 by Halikby Halik

KochanskiKochanski

This is the best book about the resistance that Max Hastings has ever

read — need we say more? Allen Lane, £35

Conquered: The Last Children of Anglo-Saxon EnglandConquered: The Last Children of Anglo-Saxon England by by

Eleanor ParkerEleanor Parker

This outstanding, beautifully written history follows the young Anglo-

Saxons whose lives were shattered by the Norman conquest.

Bloomsbury Academic, £20

The Stasi Poetry Circle: The Creative Writing Class That TriedThe Stasi Poetry Circle: The Creative Writing Class That Tried

to Win the Cold Warto Win the Cold War by Philip Oltermann by Philip Oltermann

It sounds like a movie script — ruthless Stasi spies who spent their

days interrogating suspects and their evenings penning sonnets — but

somehow it was true. A bizarre and hilarious history. Faber, £14.99

The Gift of a Radio: My Childhood and Other Train WrecksThe Gift of a Radio: My Childhood and Other Train Wrecks byby

Justin WebbJustin Webb

Perhaps all childhoods are slightly odd, but Justin Webb’s was a

humdinger, trapped by an oppressively adoring mother and a

mentally ill stepfather. The Today presenter recounts its horrors in

this beautifully sensitive, mordant memoir. Doubleday, £16.99

Otherlands: A World in the MakingOtherlands: A World in the Making by Thomas Halliday by Thomas Halliday

This study of our prehistoric earth is ”beyond cinematic”, James

McConnachie says. “It could well be the best book I read in 2022.”

Allen Lane, £20

Invisible Child: Poverty, Survival and Hope in New York CityInvisible Child: Poverty, Survival and Hope in New York City

Revealed: how this CEO developedRevealed: how this CEO developed
one of the UK’s fastest-growingone of the UK’s fastest-growing
private businessesprivate businesses
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Invisible Child: Poverty, Survival and Hope in New York CityInvisible Child: Poverty, Survival and Hope in New York City

by Andrea Elliottby Andrea Elliott

Years of meticulous, exhaustive reporting lie behind this book, which

documents the life of Dasani Coates, one of the 22,000 homeless

children in New York. Hutchinson Heinemann, £16.99
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Show 6 more replies

L L(+R%9* ·· 6 DECEMBER, 2021

Dry stug. Anything funny being written or are we doomed to wallow in 
the misery of writers for another 12 months? (Edited)

Reply ·· Recommend (37) ·· Share

2 replies

D DLST ·· 11 DECEMBER, 2021

Janice Hallett is very funny. I snorted with laughter all through The 
Appeal.

Reply ·· Recommend (18) ·· Share

L L,U*-,&-'%&2=0*- ·· 8 JANUARY, 2022

Nine Stibbe is always very amusing

Reply ·· Recommend (8) ·· Share

Show 3 more replies

V V,/N,48,4 ·· 1 JANUARY, 2022

I wish Donna Tartt and Zoe Heller would publish a new novel soon.
(Edited)

Reply ·· Recommend (20) ·· Share

2 replies

V V(")084K,- ·· 2 JANUARY, 2022

Re-reading Tartt books is well worthwhile, they are complex works 
that benefit from a second or third look. Also listening to the audio 
versions for a digerent slant.

Reply ·· Recommend (12) ·· Share

This comment violated our policy.

V V,/N,48,4 ·· 19 FEBRUARY, 2022

I’ll look for it - thanks for the recommendation.

Reply ·· Recommended (0) ·· Share

1 reply

W 8*"8."&&+84(&* ·· 20 FEBRUARY, 2022

This one? https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2012/09/27/pride-and-
prejudice/

Pride and PrejudicePride and Prejudice

nybooks.com

Reply ·· Recommended (0) ·· Share

K K%&-%&+X,?/* ·· 19 FEBRUARY, 2022

At initial time of writing (19 February 2022): The fiction selection at the 
top is incredibly depressing. Most of these books are thin sociopolitical 
statements rather than entertaining and informative narrative fiction.

Update (23 April 2022): The list seems to have been changed completely.  
Thank lord. 
...See moreSee more (Edited)

Reply ·· Recommend (20) ·· Share

2 replies

3 3@%&?*N%($.4 ·· 13 MARCH, 2022

Did you notice that all but one are female writers? Do men write 
fiction anymore? Or is it that the publishing houses are mainly 
comprised of women deciding who gets published.
By the way - I am female.

Reply ·· Recommend (14) ·· Share

D DLST ·· 9 APRIL, 2022

I’ve now read several of those novels, and I wonder if we’ve read the 
same books! Some fantastic novels here, rich in characterisation, 
insight and plot. The Tyler, the Mendelson and the Ali are all very far 
from being ‘sociopolitical statements’!  Much fiction delight to be 
found on this list.

Reply ·· Recommend (8) ·· Share

' '.("0+K** ·· 18 DECEMBER, 2021

Mick Herron- Bad Actors. May/June?

Reply ·· Recommend (15) ·· Share

D DIY ·· 21 MAY, 2022

Although Bad Actors (now available) meanders a bit, it is almost as 
compelling a read as Slow Horses. Mind you, that’s not surprising: on 
Amazon, Mick Herron is described as “The John Le Carré of our 
generation” and it’s all to do with bad actors and slow horses. Who 
would have thought le Carré mig...See moreSee more

Reply ·· Recommend (4) ·· Share

K K%(-+X/@=0 ·· 6 FEBRUARY, 2022

We hopefully are entering the end stage of this torturous cycle of finding 
all things evil in the grand old British Empire (congrats, Caroline Elkin, for 
jumping on just in time for what should be a final, regurgitating ride of 
angst).  History is consistently rewritten, of course - how else would ...See See 
moremore

Reply ·· Recommend (14) ·· Share

3 3$*E*&+Z*,#%#9 ·· 27 MARCH, 2022

Where do these recommendations really come from? Have the “Times 
experts” really personally read through hundreds of books, as claimed, to 
democratically choose this list? I doubt it somehow. Why not just be 
honest and say that this is the list of books most heavily promoted by the 
publishers. (Edited)

Reply ·· Recommend (12) ·· Share

1 reply

D DLST ·· 9 APRIL, 2022

But the reviewers DO read the books. That’s what they’re paid for!

Reply ·· Recommend (1) ·· Share

V V%/-*&+L,40 ·· 27 MARCH, 2022

It’s such a shame to see the loss of male fiction writers.

Reply ·· Recommend (12) ·· Share

D D"#.,*/+D#?(,$. ·· 25 DECEMBER, 2021

I really, really, need a new Iain Pears,,,

Reply ·· Recommend (8) ·· Share

1 reply

1 1=?.+L=&#,& ·· 6 FEBRUARY, 2022

Just finished An Instance of the Fingerpost - brilliant now got to start 
on the rest of his list!

Reply ·· Recommend (7) ·· Share

V V(,))"* ·· 15 MAY, 2022

And I really need a new Henry Porter....

Reply ·· Recommended (0) ·· Share

W W(%&+W ·· 4 DECEMBER, 2021

Will be interested to read the new Yanagihara,  I loved 'A Little Life', and 
then read her first novel wish I found stig and stylised. Hopefully this one 
is in the vein of her second.

Reply ·· Recommend (8) ·· Share

Show 1 more reply

V V1 ·· 3 DECEMBER, 2021

Can't wait for Don Winslow's. I used to look forward to the latest Reacher 
but, with perhaps one exception, they've been dropping og for about 15 
years.

Don Winslow's books are consistently good.

Reply ·· Recommend (8) ·· Share

[ [,)*0+',)@8*// ·· 25 DECEMBER, 2021

I mostly agree, but didn’t like his last one: set in the US it seemed in 
parts tiresomely sentimental and identitarian in predictable ways. 
His narcotraficante books certainly weren’t and the better for it.

(Edited)

Reply ·· Recommend (1) ·· Share

K K"&-,+W%, ·· 13 FEBRUARY, 2022

I agree...cannot wait for Don Winslow's new one; I think it's the start 
of a new trilogy. Meanwhile, I'd recommend Louise Welsh's The 
Second Cut and Chris Hammer's Opal Country for now.

Reply ·· Recommend (1) ·· Share
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